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The lockdown due to the pandemic has prevented travels,
forcing many people to work at home and reducing the
possibility of accessing services in the territory. This condition
has further highlighted the importance of urban living areas
capable of satisfying basic needs within a reasonably easy range
of accessibility. The concept of the ‘‘15 minutes city’’ is a useful
vision to represent the city of proximity, where it is possible to
meet the needs for sustainable, fair, quality, and healthy living.
However, even if the objectives represented are fundamental,
the model it proposes - accessibility within 15 minutes - is not
always applicable in all urban contexts, mostly peripheral, peri-
urban, or low-density ones. This dimension of proximity - to

be defined from time to time according to urban contexts - can
be central to formulating strategies to improve the quality of
urban life. Still, it can also play a role in constructing forms of
intervention to improve public health and in ordinary
conditions, both in extraordinary and emergency conditions.
From this point of view, a proximity area can be an area to be
defined with a variety of tools typical of urban analysis but fed
by overlapping layers that also refer to the health dimension. A
place of proximity, therefore not only defined based on the
physical characteristics and people’s uses, but also based on the
data collected from a public health perspective in which it is
also possible to try to test different types of information and
build the conditions to suggest suitable policies and projects.
Aim of the authors is to illustrate a survey about several case
studies considered virtuous at the international level, analyzed
in detail to highlight the main urban and architectural features
of those healthy experiences and the related health outcomes,
such as sedentary lifestyle reduction, increase of the attrac-
tiveness of places, reduction of air and noise pollution.
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As the European Health Literacy Survey HLS-EU (2009-2012)
and experience in many countries has shown, measuring
population health literacy is important for putting health
literacy on the agenda of health policy, practice and research
and to inform health policy where there is specific need for
improving health literacy by interventions. For the Health
Literacy Survey 2019 of WH&Oacute;s Action network on
Measuring Population and Organizational Health Literacy
(M-POHL), the HLS19-Q12 instrument on measuring com-
prehensive general health literacy (HL) of general adult
populations was developed, building on the HLS-EU instru-
ment. Furthermore, specific instruments have been developed
for measuring digital, communication, navigation, and vacci-
nation health literacy. The survey was implemented in 17
countries in the European Regions of the World Health
Organization with representative national samples of above
1000 respondents, between 2019 and 2021. This workshop with
two presentations and 3 panelists will present methodology
and main results of the European Health Literacy Survey 2019
and recommendations for health policy based on the results of
the survey.
The first presentation ‘‘The European Health Literacy Survey
2019 of M-POHL: a summary of its main results’’ will focus on
construction, validation, and distribution of the scores and
categorial levels of the HLS19-Q12 instrument. Results social
gradient and on selected determinants of HL measures and
consequences of general HL in the areas of health behaviors
and life stye, health status and healthcare utilization will be
shown. Overall trends in HL in the participating countries and
variation between these countries will be provided. The second
presentation ‘‘Policy recommendations for improving health
literacy: based on European Health Literacy Survey 2019’’ will
present procedure and outcome of drafting recommendations
for policy implementations in Europe based on the survey
results by the M-POHL consortium.
Speakers/Panelists:
Kristine Sørensen

Global Health Literacy Academy, Health Literacy Europe,
Aarhus, Denmark
Miguel Arriaga
Division of Literacy, Health and Well-being, Directorate-
General on Health, Lisbon, Portugal
Maria Lopatina
National Medical Research Center for Therapy and Preventive,
Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation, Moscow, Russia
Key messages:
� Measurement of health literacy of adult populations of 17

countries in the European region by the HLS19 study shows
general trends and considerable variation by country.
� Results of the HLS19 study were a good basis for developing

policy recommendations for improving health literacy in
Europe.
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Background:
The HLS-EU study in 2011 demonstrated that there exists
limited comprehensive health literacy (HL) for considerable
proportions of the general population, that there is a social
gradient for HL and that limited HL has problematic
consequences for healthy lifestyles, self-reported health and
utilization of health care services. But distributions and
associations of HL differed considerably between the 8
included EU-countries. WHO-Europe initiated the Acton
Network on Measuring Population and Organizational
Health Literacy (M-POHL) to measure HL regularly, starting
with the Health Literacy Survey 2019 (HLS19).
Methods:
Based on the design and instrument of the HLS-EU, an
improved core questionnaire was developed for HLS19 to
measure comprehensive HL and its relevant correlates.
Optional packages introduced specific instruments and
measured digital, communication, navigation and vaccination
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